
Much of the current trouble in the housing market
has been attributed to the fact that house price
appreciation—strong for many years—is finally
slowing; indeed, in many markets now, house prices
are falling.The mere fact that falling house prices
are considered newsworthy is interesting in its own
right. In other asset markets, such as the stock and
bond markets, prices routinely fluctuate up and
down every day. In this Economic Letter I argue that
the main reason for this difference reflects differ-
ences in the liquidity of houses and financial assets
as investments. I review the ways in which residen-
tial real estate prices and liquidity vary over time
and over different states of the economy, discuss
the implications of this price and liquidity be-
havior for consumers and lenders, and provide
some estimates of the value of residential houses
after adjusting for illiquidity.

Illiquidity in housing markets
A key difference between houses and most other
financial assets is that houses are far more illiquid,
that is, they cannot be sold quickly for what is
considered the “market price.”This illiquidity arises
in part from the physical nature of houses. In par-
ticular, houses are relatively indivisible since they
provide a service of flows to the owner that cannot
practically fall below a certain level. For example,
while an investor can own a very small fraction
of a company, an investor would probably not buy
and live in a very small fraction of a house.Another
reason that houses are relatively illiquid is that
homebuyers have differing preferences for housing
characteristics, and the stock of available houses
reflects this distribution of preferences. Buyers with
different preferences for particular features in a
house will place different values on the house.
Moreover, buyers generally will need to look over
the house personally to assess its value to them.
Thus, even with the growing presence of online
listing services that provide data on the attributes
of the properties for sale and pictures for buyers
to look at, it is not likely any time soon that most
buyers will forgo inspecting a property firsthand
before making a bid.Thus, houses do not sell on

centralized exchanges. It takes time for buyers and
sellers to find each other.

This illiquidity is reflected in the behavior of three
key housing market variables: changes in prices,
changes in sales, and changes in time on the market.
Figure 1 plots the first two of these variables for
the U.S. over the last three decades. Since the be-
ginning of the period, quarterly nominal house
price appreciation has averaged about 6% at an
annualized rate (real, or inflation-adjusted, appre-
ciation is about 2%) with a standard deviation of
4%. In examining the pattern over time, it is clear
that nominal house prices rarely fall; rather, they
tend to flatten out for periods of time. Such periods
of zero or low price appreciation (which imply real
price declines) frequently correspond with reces-
sions, when the prices of capital assets generally
tend to fall in value. Some regional markets, par-
ticularly coastal cities, show more volatility and
tend to show more downward pressure on prices.
However, even in these regional markets, prices
seem to be more responsive to good economic
times than to bad.The figure also shows that sales
volumes, by contrast, fall sharply in periods of
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Figure 1
Annualized quarterly changes in existing home sales
and prices (4-quarter moving averages)

Falling House Prices
and Rising Time on the Market

Source: OFHEO and National Association of Realtors.
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economic weakness.The volume of sales, evidently,
is an important margin for adjustment in the
housing market.

The drop in sales volumes during periods of slow
economic growth does not necessarily reflect only
a lower number of homes for sale.Typically, houses
take a longer time to sell in these periods and in-
ventories grow.This relationship can be seen in
Figure 2, which plots changes in median prices
and average time on the market for California.Time
on the market is the third key housing variable and
indicator of the degree of liquidity. Like sales, time
on the market can be highly variable. For example,
during the early 1990s, when California faced
sluggish growth and job loss, average time on the
market for houses was nearly three months; in
contrast, during the past several years when the
economy was doing well, average time on the
market was under three weeks.

The degree of liquidity and the value of housing
The discussion so far shows that, as a housing mar-
ket weakens and the demand for housing falls, prices
are not the only margin for adjustment; sales vol-
umes also may slow, and time on the market may
increase.This implies that recorded house prices
may not be as representative of actual housing val-
ues in bad times as they are in good times.This is
important because when people make economic
decisions that depend on house values, they tend
to rely on observed prices to estimate those values.
For example, over the past decade, house price
appreciation has increased the wealth of many
American homeowners, and this increased wealth
can influence their saving decisions. In particular,
a homeowner’s saving decision would likely be
based on what he thought his house was worth if
he had to sell it, rather than on a price that is too
high to support a normal amount of sales volume.
For another example, suppose a bank is considering
refinancing a mortgage loan to a household or
extending a home equity line.The bank would
also want to factor in the liquidity of the market
when trying to evaluate the collateral because, in
case the household defaults, the bank’s expected
recovery value on the loan would depend on when
that recovery takes place.

If owners of an asset are not sure how long it will
take to sell their holdings at the “market price,”
then how should they value them? For houses,
one approach to solving this problem borrows
from the research literature on matching in real

estate markets (see Krainer 2001).This approach
considers a hypothetical seller who puts his house
on the market and receives a visit from one poten-
tial buyer each day. Potential buyers differ in how
much they are willing to pay.The seller would
like to find a buyer willing to pay the list price, but
this buyer may take time to appear, and the cost
of waiting places constraints on how long the seller
will be willing to wait to make a sale; for example,
in the case of a seller who has vacated the house,
he presumably gets little or no service flows from
the house but bears the costs of owning it.With
a given probability (which depends on the price),
a buyer who visits the house will like it enough
to pay the list price. Otherwise, the seller tries
again the next day, and the next, until the house
is sold.

In this setup, there are two different notions of
house price. One is an observable value—that is,
the price at which the house is sold—because it
is recorded by a data collection agency.The other
is not directly observable.This is the liquidity-
adjusted price, and it factors in the possible wait-
ing time for a sale; it is the price a seller would
take to sell the house immediately and avoid the
uncertain process of trying to find the buyer who
will offer the list price.The lower the probability
of a sale in a given day, the longer the expected
waiting time until a sale, and the larger the dif-
ference between the list price and the liquidity-
adjusted price.

Figure 2
California house price appreciation and
time on the market

Source: California Association of Realtors.



The results of estimating liquidity-adjusted prices
in California are shown in Figure 3.The data used
for the estimates are from Figure 2, taking observ-
able prices to be median prices and basing the
measures of probability of a sale on a given day
on the statistics about time on the market. Over
time, the gap between actual median prices and
liquidity-adjusted prices narrows and widens ac-
cording to the recorded time on the market statis-
tics. During the early part of the decade, time on
the market was very low and the liquidity-adjusted
price was close to the actual market price.The
implication is that, during this period, reported
transaction prices were reliable guides to the val-
ues that homeowners would attach to houses as
assets in their portfolios.

More recently, however, time on the market in
California has lengthened substantially—reaching
65 days in the beginning of 2008—and the liq-
uidity-adjusted price has deviated from the market
transaction price. Just how large the deviation is
between the liquidity-adjusted price and the ac-

tual price depends on how impatient sellers are
and how risk-averse they are about the waiting
time for a sale. In this analysis, I am actually un-
derstating the risks faced by the seller, because I
ignore the possibility that prices could fall during
the wait. If households use a discount factor of
10% per annum to discount cash flows and do
not care about risk at all, then the difference be-
tween the two prices is 1.3%; that is, a risk-neutral
homeowner with the median house in California
would give up about $6,300 to avoid the uncer-
tainty of selling in the present market conditions.
But, in fact, households probably do care about
risk. If we assume that the household is moder-
ately risk-averse (that is, in a coin-flipping bet, the
homeowner would prefer to win $20 with certainty
rather than a chance of winning $0 or $100) and
that it has a discount factor of 10% per annum,
then the difference between the list and the liq-
uidity-adjusted prices is about 9%, or $45,000.

Conclusion
House prices have begun to fall in many markets.
This is especially true when one looks at real house
price changes.Going forward, history would suggest
that the adjustment to sales volumes and time on
the market will be even more extreme than the ad-
justment to prices.Taking into account the slowing
sales volumes and rising time on the market might
well imply even lower house values than suggested
by the recent transaction price data.

John Krainer
Senior Economist
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Figure 3
California median and liquidity-adjusted
house prices

Source: California Association of Realtors and author’s calculations.
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